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COLLEGE NOTES

The death of Viscount Grey, Chancellor of the University, was a general loss to Oxford. To Hertford the Chancellor stands in a particular relationship, that of Visitor, and though it is not a relationship which brings any frequent contact, it had not, in Lord Grey's tenure, been without pleasant associations, for he attended the College Gaudy in October 1931. We join with the University as a whole in welcoming his successor, Lord Halifax, who is not altogether a stranger to the College, for in the past he was a not infrequent visitor to Sir Walter Riddell in the Principal's lodgings. It is with great pleasure that we hear that he is able to attend the College Gaudy this summer, for the demands of that nature on a new Chancellor are very numerous and not all can be complied with.

The College Gaudy will be held on Wednesday, 27 June.

We welcome this year another Professor in the person of Dr. W. E. Le Gros Clark, F.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy at St. Thomas's Hospital, who has been appointed to the Dr. Lee's Professorship of Anatomy, on the resignation of Professor Arthur Thomson, who had held it since 1893. Under the recent scheme of redistribution, this
Professorship is now attached to Hertford, and we are looking forward to Dr. Le Gros Clark taking up residence here in October.

We wish to offer our congratulations to Sir Warren Fisher, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., on his Honorary D.C.L. He has also been elected an Honorary Fellow of the College.

Mr. C. A. J. Armstrong has been made a Research Fellow of the College, and is at present working on Burgundian history in the later Middle Ages. With the History School here reaching nearly record numbers, comprising about a third of the College, it is of immense advantage to have some one working at the subject whose time is not continuously interrupted and who can serve as a steady link with the world of learning and libraries.

Few pieces of news can have been received with greater pleasure by the College and its former members than that of the birth of a son to Sir Walter and Lady Riddell. We offer them both our warmest congratulations.

The College has received a very generous gift from Mr. F. D. S. Darwin of seventeenth-century broadsheets. A full account of them, from the authoritative hand of Sir Charles Firth, appears on a later page, and we are very grateful for Sir Charles's permission to print it. As will be seen, the collection contains several sheets, not only of considerable rarity, but of great historical interest, and Mr. Darwin, by his presentation of them to us, has undoubtedly added much to the character and distinction of Hertford College library.

The present year, 1934, promises to be marked in College annals by the appearance of two books, whose creation has for some time been matter of general Hertfordian interest. Mr. Denniston's work on the Greek particles is approaching the end of its involved and difficult proof-reading, and is shortly to be published by the Clarendon Press. It is only repeating freely expressed opinion amongst the Faculty of Literae Humaniores to expect in it one of the most important and weighty contributions to classical learning made by post-War Oxford. Very different in subject, though with some almost equal problems of scholarship in the assessing of the sources, the Principal's history of the war will certainly command wide attention, and may well have very great importance in the formation of accurate opinion. Both works are the outcome of prolonged labours, lasting over considerable periods of time, and their publication must be an event of great interest to anyone who wishes well to Hertford's vitality and reputation.

One of the happiest events in last year's history was the success of the Boat Club. Rights Week, for the first time in many years, ended with a bumper supper, which was also a very pleasant evening, though the traditional obstructiveness was adhered to with a perhaps unnecessary conciseness. It was difficult not to feel on this, as on other similar occasions, that part of the damage was carried out in the knowledge of corporate responsibility for the costs and a consequent desire for individual participation in any pleasures that were going. This, however, has wandered from the main point, the Boat Club, and we would like to congratulate Mr. Hill and Mr. Gott on a success which was certainly very largely due to their efforts, and which has dispelled a general feeling of depression and lack of interest which they must often have felt added considerably to their problems. We offer all our best wishes to Mr. Gott and Mr. Pygott for a similar triumph this summer.

We have in the past been distinguished for our proficiency in chess: this year a new departure was made by our triumph at billiards. Of the University team we supplied two out of the three members, Mr. Eden and Mr. Bissmworth, and with such a proportion of the available ability it was not surprising that we won the Inter-College Tournament.

Political activities continue to figure very prominently in University life. Hertford is no longer as prominent in the October Club, and, in common with the University as a whole, it now has a Fascist section. But perhaps some of our ablest and keenest politicians at the moment come from overseas: Mr. S. W. B. Wijeyekoon has held office at the Union, and Mr. Godwah and Mr. Joshi have both played prominent parts in the Mäjälo, a University society which is at present very prosperous and active.
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We wish to offer our congratulations to Sir Warren Fisher, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., on his Honorary D.C.L. He has also been elected an Honorary Fellow of the College.

Mr. C. A. J. Armstrong has been made a Research Fellow of the College, and is at present working on Burgundian history in the later Middle Ages. With the History School here reaching nearly record numbers, comprising about a third of the College, it is of immense advantage to have some one working at the subject whose time is not continuously interrupted and who can serve as a steady link with the world of learning and libraries.

Few pieces of news can have been received with greater pleasure by the College and its former members than that of the birth of a son to Sir Walter and Lady Riddell. We offer them both our warmest congratulations.

The College has received a very generous gift from Mr. F. D. S. Darwin of seventeenth-century broadsheets. A full account of them, from the authoritative hand of Sir Charles Firth, appears on a latter page, and we are very grateful for Sir Charles’s permission to print it. As will be seen, the collection contains several sheets, not only of considerable rarity, but of great historical interest, and Mr. Darwin, by his presentation of them to us, has undoubtedly added much to the character and distinction of Hertford College library.

The present year, 1934, promises to be marked in College annals by the appearance of two books, whose creation has for some time been matter of general Hertfordian interest. Mr. Demint’s work on the Greek particles is approaching the end of its involved and difficult proof-reading, and is shortly to be published by the Clarendon Press. It is only repeating freely expressed opinion amongst the Faculty of Literae Humaniores to expect in it one of the most important and weighty contributions to classical learning made by post-War Oxford. Very different in subject, though with some almost equal problems of scholarship is the assessing of the sources, the Principal’s history of the war will certainly command wide attention, and may well have very great importance in the formation of accurate opinion. Both works are the outcome of prolonged labours, lasting over considerable periods of time, and their publication must be an event of great interest to any one who wishes well to Hertford’s vitality and reputation.

One of the happiest events in last year’s history was the success of the Boat Club. Eights Week, for the first time in many years, ended with a bump supper, which was also a very pleasant evening, though the traditional destructiveness was adhered to with a perhaps unnecessary conscientiousness. It was difficult not to feel on this, as on other similar occasions, that part of the damage was carried out in the knowledge of corporate responsibility for the costs and a consequent desire for individual participation in any pleasures that were going. This, however, has wandered from the main point, the Boat Club, and we would like to congratulate Mr. Hill and Mr. Gott on a success which was certainly very largely due to their efforts, and which has dispelled a general feeling of depression and lack of interest which they must often have felt added considerably to their problems. We offer all our best wishes to Mr. Gott and Mr. Payson for a similar triumph this summer.

We have in the past been distinguished for our proficiency in chess: this year a new departure was made by our triumph at billiards. Of the University team we supplied two out of the three members, Mr. Edon and Mr. Iffingworth, and with such a proportion of the available ability it was not surprising that we won the Inter-College Tournament.

Political activities continue to figure very prominently in University life. Hertford is no longer so prominent in the October Club, and, in common with the University as a whole, it now has a Fascist section. But perhaps some of our oldest and keenest politicians at the moment come from overseas: Mr. S. W. R. Wijeyekoon has held office as the Union, and Mr. Godiwala and Mr. Joshi have both played prominent parts in the Majalis, a University society which is at present very prosperous and active.
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE NEWS

UNIVERSITY APPOINTMENTS, DISTINCTIONS, ETC.

Dr. Lee’s Professor of Anatomy.—Dr. W. E. Le Gros Clark.

Member of the Hebdomadal Council.—The Principal.

Examiner, Senior School of Lit. Hum.—H. H. Higgins.

Examiner, Senior School of Modern History.—T. B. R. Bosanquet.

Examiner in Group A 1, 2, 3.—W. H. Niessen.

Examiner in Diploma and Certificate in Geography.—E. W. Gilbert (C).

Chairman, Preliminary Examination in Senior Science (Mathematics).—W. L. Ferrar.

Deputy of Local Examinations.—The Principal.

Committee for Economics and Political Science.—The Principal.

Board of the Faculty of Law.—E. H. S. Flook.

Dean of the Medical School.—The Principal.

Senior Committee for the Visiting.—T. B. R. Bosanquet.

University Lecturer, 29 Oct.—Rev. Canon J. Hodgson (C).

The Chancellor’s Prize for Law Firms.—Honorable mention.—F. R. Newte.

Goldsmith’s Company Exhibition.—W. B. L. Monson.

Goldsmith’s Company Exhibition.—G. D. Illingworth.

Junior Mathematical Scholarship.—J. Briggs.

Commonwealth Fellowship.—G. C. Little.

The Gladstone Memorial Prize.—H. C. Meov.

FIRST PUBLIC EXAMINATION.


SECOND PUBLIC EXAMINATION.


English.—Class I: G. V. Simmons. Class II: E. J. Revell.


Matriculation.—Class I: H. H. E. S. Flook. Class II: H. R. Baxendell, J. A. Gatchell.


THE FOLLOWING ELECTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE AS A RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN DECEMBER 1933 AND MARCH 1934.

IN CLASSICS.

To a Baring Open Scholarship of £100.—J. R. H. Harries (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a Founder’s Open Scholarship of £100 (open to all).—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

To a Baring Open Scholarship of £100.—J. H. S. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a Founder’s Open Scholarship of £100 (open to all).—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

MORAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—F. R. Newte.

To B. H. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a War Memorial Exhibition of £100.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN MADE AS A RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN DECEMBER 1933.

IN ART.

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—J. H. Whiteley (Citizen College).

To a F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To an Open Scholarship of £50.—W. G. Thomas (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To a College Exhibition of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN MADE AS A RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN MARCH 1934.

IN PHYSICS.

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

DEGREES CONFERRED.

B.A.—M. B. L. Monson, F. B. L. Monson.


The Gladstone Memorial Prize.—R. C. Mowat.

MORAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—F. R. Newte.

To B. H. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a War Memorial Exhibition of £100.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

The Gladstone Memorial Prize.—R. C. Mowat.

MORAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—J. H. S. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To an Open Scholarship of £50.—W. G. Thomas (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To a College Exhibition of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

DEGREES CONFERRED.

B.A.—M. B. L. Monson, F. B. L. Monson.


The Gladstone Memorial Prize.—R. C. Mowat.

MORAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—J. H. S. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To an Open Scholarship of £50.—W. G. Thomas (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To a College Exhibition of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Election of £100.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

THE FOLLOWING ELECTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE AS A RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN DECEMBER 1933 AND MARCH 1934.

IN CLASSICS.

To a Baring Open Scholarship of £100.—J. R. H. Harries (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a Founder’s Open Scholarship of £100 (open to all).—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—F. R. Newte.

To B. H. Harris (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a F. R. Newte Prize.—L. H. Akins (Charlton).

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a War Memorial Exhibition of £100.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN MADE AS A RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN DECEMBER 1933.

IN ART.

To an Open Scholarship of £100.—J. H. Whiteley (Citizen College).

To a F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To an Open Scholarship of £50.—W. G. Thomas (Haverfordwest Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—F. C. Talbot (Harrow School).

To a College Exhibition of £100.—R. H. Smith (from College).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Lees (Walden Grammar School).

To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. E. Irvin (Walden College).

DEGREES CONFERRED.

B.A.—M. B. L. Monson, F. B. L. Monson.


The Gladstone Memorial Prize.—R. C. Mowat.
To a Sons of Fellows Close Scholarship of £100.—J. Whalley (Clifton College).
To a Lady Open Scholarship of £20.—W. G. Thomas (Cherwell Grammar School).
To a Made Close Scholarship of £50.—A. J. N. Richards (King's School, Wandsworth).
To a College Exhibition of £50.—R. C. Tallow (Harrow School).

In History:
To a Lady Open Scholarship of £20.—A. S. Ashton (Manchester Grammar School).
To an Essex Scholarship of £50 (open pro hac vice).—J. B. Smith (Eton College).
To a War Memorial Exhibition of £50.—D. W. S. Ife (Watford Grammar School).
To a College Exhibition of £50.—J. L. Irvine (Wellington College).

In Mathematics:
To an Open Baring Scholarship of £50 (open pro hac vice).—R. Vearncombe (Latymer Upper School, Hammersmith).
To an Exhibition of £50.—D. O. Brown (Tunstall's School, Southampton).

DEGREES CONFERRED
B.Mus.—F. Waine.

MATRICULATIONS
MICHAELMAS TERM, 1933.
Scholars.—D. W. B. Baron (Winchester), D. Mitchell (Merchant Taylors'), J. D. Mowat (Clifton), R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford (Christ's Hospital), J. O. Prestwich (Selborne), A. L. Robinson (Wellington), R. J. Knight (Cherwell Grammar School).
Exhibitioners.—R. F. Mole (Clifton), F. B. D. Fitzgerald-Moore (Wellington), C. J. H. Wildman (Clifton), J. S. Bruce-Middleton (Christ's Hospital), J. O. Prestwich (Selborne), A. L. Robinson (Wellington), R. J. Knight (Cherwell Grammar School).
Commoners.—C. J. H. Wildman (Clifton), J. S. Bruce-Middleton (Christ's Hospital), J. O. Prestwich (Selborne), A. L. Robinson (Wellington), R. J. Knight (Cherwell Grammar School).
Examiners.—R. F. Mole (Clifton), F. B. D. Fitzgerald-Moore (Wellington), C. J. H. Wildman (Clifton), J. S. Bruce-Middleton (Christ's Hospital), J. O. Prestwich (Selborne), A. L. Robinson (Wellington), R. J. Knight (Cherwell Grammar School).
NOTES ON MR. DARWIN'S COLLECTION
OF BROADSIDES

By Sir Charles Firth

The Collection consists of about 44 papers of which 40 relate to
English events from the reign of Charles I to Queen Anne. The
broadsides are of various kinds: there are about 15 or 16 proclama-
tions, a number of declarations and manifestoes, official narratives of
important events, some numbers of the Gazette, and a few of a miscel-
naneous character.

The first of the series is a proclamation dated 1633 containing
orders for the King's court and train on his journey to Scotland,
where he went to be crowned and to initiate the ecclesiastical changes
which led to the revolt of that country. Next comes the protest of
the English Parliament against the attempted arrest of the Five
Members, followed by the King's answers. The beginning of the
Civil War is marked by the Parliament's ordinance for a monthly
fast, and by the King's speech to his army emphasizing the religious
character of the struggle. Its end is marked by the letter from the
Scottish leaders in May 1646, announcing the King's flight to their
camp at Newark, and Parliament's order a year later for delivering
up Charles to the Parliamentary Commissioners.

The foundation of the republic is illustrated by the protest of the
Members of Parliament excluded by Pride's Purge, and by the orders
of the Parliament six months later for the punishment of ministers
who preached or prayed against the new government. Three of
Cromwell's proclamations follow: the first announced the peace he
had made with the Dutch, the second forbade Quakers and other
sectaries to disturb the worship of Christian congregations, the third
declared his acceptance of the Petition and Advice, and proclaimed
his second installation as Protector.

The Restoration is signalized by a proclamation issued by the
House of Lords for confiscating the estates of the judges of Charles I,
and by the proclamation against vicious and disorderly persons
which was the prelude to Charles II's reign. Then come proclama-
tions against Nonconformist conventicles and Roman priests, and
three others relating to the Popish Plot. The excitement about the
Plot is further illustrated by two unofficial broadsides: one of them
is a verse elegy on Sir Edmund-Bury Godfrey, the other, entitled
'London's distance to Rome', is a narrative of the magnificent pro-
cession and solemn burial of the Pope at Temple Bar on the
anniversary of Queen Elizabeth's accession.

The pardon issued by Charles II after the suppression of the
Scottish rebellion at Bothwell Bridge provides a military example
of a Scottish proclamation included in this collection. James II's
reign opens with two proclamations of the growth of the disaffection, an
official narrative relating the capture of the Earl of Argyll, the other a
narrative of the execution of the Duke of Monmouth. Two numbers of
the Gazette follow, the first containing the text of the King's
Declaration of Indulgence with the order for reading it in churches,
the second announcing the birth of the unfortunate prince afterwards
known as "The Old Pretender".

The Revolution followed. Seven months later comes the letter of
the Prince of Orange in January 1689 summoning the nation to elect
the Convention which developed into a Parliament, and offered the
throne to William. The war with France is illustrated by a proclama-
tion in 1695 ordering a thanksgiving for the capture of Namur, and
another two years later for publishing the peace of Ryswick.

For Queen Anne's reign there are only two broadsides. What
seems to be a special supplement to the Gazette gives an account of
the battle of Blenheim, accompanied by a narrative of the capture
of Gibraltar which had taken place three weeks earlier. Last there
is a proclamation illustrating the bitter controversy between Low
Church and High Church men which divided the nation. It is
directed against those who maliciously declared that the Church was
in danger under the Queen's rule.

Of the four foreign papers forming an appendix the most curious
is the large engraving of a Witches' Sabbath, taken from a French
book published in 1623. The most interesting, however, is the 28th
bulletin of Napoleon's 'grande armée', issued in November 1812
when he arrived at Smolensk; it relates various successes, admits to
mention the fact that the army had lost half its numbers since it left
Moscow, and concludes with the announcement that the Emperor's
health is excellent.

From this summary it will be apparent that the collection contains
many papers of much historical interest. The proclamations are rare,
as Lord Crawford's Catalogue of Tender and Smart Proclamations
proves. Three if not more of the unofficial broadsides are, I think,
unique.
Notes on Mr. Darwin’s Collection of Broadsides

By Sir Charles Firth

The collection consists of about 44 papers of which 40 relate to English events from the reign of Charles I to Queen Anne. The broadsides are of various kinds: there are about 15 or 16 proclamations, a number of declarations and manifestoes, official narratives of important events, some numbers of the Gazette, and a few of a miscellaneous character.

The first of the series is a proclamation dated 1663 containing orders for the King's court and train on his journey to Scotland, where he went to be crowned and to initiate the ecclesiastical changes which led to the revolt of that country. Next comes the protest of the English Parliament against the attempted arrest of the Five Members, followed by the King's answers. The beginning of the Civil War is marked by the Parliament's ordinance for a monthly fast, and by the King's speech to his army emphasizing the religious character of the struggle. Its end is marked by the letter from the Scottish leaders in May 1646, announcing the King's flight to their camp at Newark, and Parliament's order a year later for delivering up Charles to the Parliamentary Commissioners.

The foundation of the republic is illustrated by the protest of the Members of Parliament excluded by Pride's Purge, and by the orders of the Parliament six months later for the punishment of ministers who preached or prayed against the new government. Three of Cromwell's proclamations follow: the first announced the peace he had made with the Dutch, the second forbade Quakers and other sectaries to disturb the worship of Christian congregations, the third declared his acceptance of the Petition and Advice, and precluded his second installation as Protector.

The Restoration is signalized by a proclamation issued by the House of Lords for confiscating the estates of the judges of Charles I, and by the proclamation against vicious and debauched persons which was the prelude to Charles II's reign. Then come proclamations against Nonconformist conventicles and Roman priests, and three others relating to the Popish Plot. The excitement about the Plot is further illustrated by two unofficial broadsides: one of them is a verse elegy on Sir Edmund-Bury Godfrey, the other, entitled 'London's defiance to Rome', is a narrative of the magnificent pro-
cession and solemn burning of the Pope at Temple Bar on the anniversary of Queen Elizabeth's accession.

The pardon issued by Charles II after the suppression of the Scottish rebellion at Bothwell Bridge provides the solitary example of a Scottish proclamation included in this collection. James II's reign opens with two proofs of the growth of the disaffection, one a broadside relating the capture of the Earl of Argyle, the other a narrative of the execution of the Duke of Monmouth. Two numbers of the Gazette follow, the first containing the text of the King's Declaration of Indulgence with the order for reading it in churches, the second announcing the birth of the unfortunate prince afterwards known as 'The Old Pretender'.

The Revolution followed. Seven months later comes the letter of the Prince of Orange in January 1689 summoning the nation to elect the Convention which developed into a Parliament, and offered the crown to William. The war with France is illustrated by a proclamation in 1695 ordering a thanksgiving for the capture of Namur, and another two years later for publishing the peace of Ryswick.

For Queen Anne's reign there are only two broadsides. What seems to be a special supplement to the Gazette gives an account of the battle of Blenheim, accompanied by a narrative of the capture of Gibraltar which had taken place three weeks earlier. Last there is a proclamation illustrating the bitter controversy between Low Church and High Church men which divided the nation. It is directed against those who maliciously declared that the Church was in danger under the Queen's rule.

Of the four foreign papers forming an appendix the most curious is the large engraving of a Witches' Sabbath, taken from a French book published in 1613. The most interesting, however, is the 28th bulletin of Napoleon's 'Grande Armée', issued in November 1812 when he arrived at Smolensk; it relates various successes, omits to mention the fact that the army had lost half its numbers since it left Moscow, and concludes with the announcement that the Emperor's health is excellent.

From this summary it will be apparent that the collection contains many papers of much historical interest. The proclamations are rare, as Lord Crawford's 'Catalogue of Tudor and Stuarts Proclamations' proves. Three if not more of the unofficial broadsides are, I think, unique.
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HERTFORD CLUB—THE BELOW BRIDGES CLUBS
(Oxford and Bermondsey Clubs with Oxford House in Bethnal Green)

The support that the College has given these clubs during the past year has been disappointing. Only one representative from this College (and only seven from the whole University) attended the summer camp. The camp was thus inadequately staffed and the leaders were overworked. It is hoped that as many as possible will act as leaders in this year’s camp. Also, only £2.2s. was collected for the clubs last summer. This is much below the average, and we look forward to more support this summer.

A number of members of the College assisted in the entertainment of the London boys during their Whitsun week-end visit to Oxford, and two boys were entertained to breakfast after the Shakespeare play. This year the Club boys presented The Merchant of Venice, which was a great success. During the Christmas vacation a number of the College members visited the Hertford Club and joined in games with the boys. These visits are always appreciated, and members living in London are urged to visit the Club and play games with the boys, and to see the Clubs for themselves.

R. K. G.

HERTFORD COLLEGE—STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

Trinity 1933—Hilary 1934

A brief survey of the past year seems to show that the branch of the S.C.M. in College has definitely lived up to its name of being a Christian Movement, and that it has displayed individual and corporate activity.

As is usual in the Trinity term, there was no College Study Circle, but several members of the Movement were busily engaged in study and preparation for a campaign held in Southampton (September—October), which was run partially under the auspices of the S.C.M. No one who took part in the campaign will easily forget the corporate fellowship manifested there, and the meetings at the docks, on the common, and in the churches will be a treasured memory for many years.

During the Michaelmas Term we held a Study Circle at which we discussed The Conversion of the Church, by the Rev. Samuel Shoeemaker. The discussions, which were well attended, consisted in an introduction to a chapter of the book, week by week, with subsequent debate. In this way we considered the questions raised by the Group Movement, as dealt with in the book. The Study Circle did help us to understand more fully the various features of the Group Movement which are stressed as important.

The Study Circle on St. Mark’s gospel in the Hilary Term was not so successful, probably owing to pressure of work for Schools upon members in the Movement.

As regards the prayer-life of the Movement, we have held two Corporate Communions in Chapel. The daily Intercessions held at St. Mary’s from 1.30 to 1.45 p.m. have been fairly well attended, though I do feel that the S.C.M. does not fully realize the value of this Intercessory prayer, and I hope that members will make it their duty to attend as frequently as possible, during the coming year.

In conclusion, the S.C.M. does much to form a bridge between the various other religious activities represented in the College, though it is essential that in so doing its identity should not be lost.

P. S. R.
The support that the College has given these clubs during the past year has been disappointing. Only one representative from this College (and only seven from the whole University) attended the summer camp. The camp was thus inadequately staffed and the leaders were overworked. It is hoped that as many as possible will act as leaders in this year’s camp. Also, only 32 was collected for the clubs last summer. This is much below the average, and we look forward to more support this summer.

A number of members of the College assisted in the entertainment of the London boys during their Whitsun week-end visit to Oxford, and two boys were entertained to breakfast after the Shakespeare play. This year the Club boys presented The Merchant of Venice, which was a great success. During the Christmas vacation a number of the College members visited the Hertford Club and joined in games with the boys. These visits are always appreciated, and members living in London are urged to visit the Club and play games with the boys, and to see the Clubs for themselves.

R. K. G.

HERTFORD COLLEGE—STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

Trinity 1933-Hilary 1934

A brief survey of the past year seems to show that the branch of the S.C.M. in College has definitely lived up to its name of being a Christian Movement, and that it has displayed individual and corporate activity.

As is usual in the Trinity term, there was no College Study Circle, but several members of the Movement were busily engaged in study and preparation for a campaign held in Southampton (September-October), which was run partially under the auspices of the S.C.M. No one who took part in the campaign will easily forget the corporate fellowship manifested there, and the meetings at the ducks, on the common, and in the churches will be a treasured memory for many years.

During the Michaelmas Term we held a Study Circle at which we discussed The Conversion of the Church, by the Rev. Samuel Shoe-maker. The discussions, which were well attended, consisted in an introduction to a chapter of the book, week by week, with subsequent debate. In this way we considered the questions raised by the Group Movement, as dealt with in the book. The Study Circle did help us to understand more fully the various features of the Group Movement which are stressed as important.

The Study Circle on St. Mark’s gospel in the Hilary Term was not so successful, probably owing to pressure of work for Schools upon members in the Movement.

As regards the prayer-life of the Movement, we have held two Corporate Communions in Chapel. The daily Intercessions held at St. Mary’s from 1.5 to 1.15 p.m. have been fairly well attended, though I do feel that the S.C.M. does not fully realize the value of this Intercessory prayer, and I hope that members will make it their duty to attend as frequently as possible, during the coming year.

In conclusion, the S.C.M. does much to form a bridge between the various other religious societies represented in the College, though it is essential that in so doing its identity should not be lost.

P. S. R.
HARTFORD COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

'A Hundred Years Old'

By QUINTERO

Produced by J. R. Garrett

Manuel
Carmen Campos
Don Marciano
Don Evaristo
Papa Juan
Dolores
Eulalia
Trino
Currita
Pedro
Antideon
Anselmo

Produced by J. R. Garrett

Peter Williams
Janie dupe
Dorothy Mitchell
Ida White
Jack Jones-Wallace
Raphead Carson
Gordon Day
Nancy Marrett
Anthony Robinson
Robert Moly
Gerald Bowl.

Stage Manager: T. S. Broadhurst, assisted by W. H. Newman, N. G. Secretary, R. K. Gregory.

Musical Director: P. Bowles.

The modern drama of Spain curiously belies expectations, which with thoughts of Carmen and the hot south await some display of thrilling passion. Rather have its dramatists, with some echo perhaps of the formal comedy of seventeenth-century Spain, that comedy which so influenced French classical writers and our own late Jacobean playwrights, chosen a stylized form, occupied with sly caricature of contemporary manners, and characterized by a faint and wistful sentiment, insufficiently robust to stand translation. Quintero's play aims blatantly at fragrance, and can comfortably be savoured only with extreme tact in the playing.

On the long, narrow stage of the Taylorian, it was a bold venture, for there was no retreat from awkward moments, and all had to be played on the same forward line. It said much for Mr. White's performance in the key part that many of the difficulties were overcome, and that the play retained continuity of feeling and interest. To Miss Marriott fell all the most wistful moments; the play demands that they should be played 'all out', and she tackled them boldly, but could not save them from sounding sadly out of place in their English form. The most completely successful performances, thought in tasks of much less difficulty than Mr. White's, were Mr. Jones-
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HERTFORD COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

'A Hundred Years Old'

By QUINTERO

Produced by J. R. GARRETT

Williams as Doña Filomena, a really comic creation, and Mr. Bowser's ready exploitation of the well-known humours of inebriation. Mr. Mole, in a less spectacular part, gave a competent performance, Miss Kipe and Mr. Mitchell were efficient host and hostess for the anniversary party, and Mr. Ray did wonderfully well with an extremely difficult 'young lead'. The production and stage-management were very creditably smooth and speedy, and if it was not perhaps one of the Society's most entertaining ventures, the fault was not with the performers but with the intractability of the material.

TYNDALE SOCIETY

President: M. L. I. White; Secretary: A. R. Walmsley

The Society has somewhat changed its character during the past year. The membership has been increased from 15 to 25, the practice of having frequent papers from members has been suspended, and a terminal scheme of two papers from visitors and a play-reading substituted: the result has been some lively meetings, with a markedly high standard both of paper and discussion. In October Mr. Crossman of New College read an extraordinarily lucid and stimulating paper on the situation in Germany; and in the Hilary Term 1934 the Society was privileged to hear the Principal brilliantly expound his views on the relations of Soldiers and Statesmen, and 'Elizabeth Bowen' read a paper on the Short Story, and the analytical bases of criticism of it.

In addition Macbeth and Antony and Cleopatra have been read with a success which was very materially aided by Mrs. Denniston's assistance in both plays, by the vigour of the witches in the former, and Mr. Fox's Enobarbus in the latter. The Hilary Term closed with a reading of Shaw's Major Barbara, the general competence of which, dominated by Mr. Keeling's determined Undershaft, marked it as one of the Society's most successful ventures.

THE BOAT CLUB

For the first time in many a year, the College entered three boats in the Summer Eights. It was a promising sign and augured well for the carrying out of last year's hopes. The results in terms of bumps, although not extraordinary, were most gratifying. Using four old colours as a backbone, Mr. A. S. Irvine, Magdalen, built up a crew that rounded into excellent shape by the beginning of race-week. In like manner, Mr. J. A. H. Gott produced a second VIII which, although not as polished as the first, had plenty of speed.
Mr. H. Payson worked with the third boat, a crew made up mostly of novices. It did not develop the bumping power of its two elder brothers, but it did learn something of the art of handling boats and oars. Often it is the men from these lower crews who form the basis of successful eights later on.

Nine bumps were made in the course of the races: three by the first VIII, and six by the second. The First accounted for Wadham II, Worcester II, and Corpus; the Second for Jesus III, St. John's III, Oriel III, Univ. III, and Balliol III. Magdalen III escaped on the last night by inches. The second VIII's fine performance was duly celebrated with a bump supper, something we hope from now on will be an annual event. As a result of the twelve bumps made by the Torpid and the two eights, the College ranked third in the competition for the Payott Cup, a prize awarded for the greatest number of bumps made in proportion to the number of crews competing.

The post-Eights' Week activities of the Club were increased by the addition of a 'Novices' Sculling Championship'. Begun and conducted by the secretary, it proved very popular, and was keenly raced for throughout. L. C. A. Wall carried off the honours in a fine race against G. C. M. Bowser, he and Bowser having previously defeated all other contestants.


Both were ably coached by our retiring friend Mr. Irvine. The IV was beaten in the first round of the 'Town Cup', after an exciting race, by Jesus College, Cambridge, 'A' crew. The VIII, drawn against National Provincial Bank and St. Catherine's in the 'Junior Eights', lost to the latter by one length. St. Catherine's thereafter had no difficulty in winning the Junior Eights Cup.

During the following Michaelmas Term, the IV, with G. C. M. Bowser at 2, raced in the Varsity light IV competition. It lost a not too easy prize to Balliol, the eventual winners. In the 'Cloper Fours' out boat, bow. P. S. Rowell, w. G. G. Bryce, 3 J. C. H. Denkin, st. G. L. Pickard, cox. G. T. Smith, fared no better. The coach, Mr. Gott, had developed a light but fast outfit, which undoubtedly has shown up well against any crew but Merton, who beat them in the first round, and then went on to the finals.

The rest of the term and the first half of the next were spent in training the freshmen and building up two Torpids. Mr. Irvine and the captain worked long and hard from the tow-path; and on the first two days of the winter races seemed to be awarded for their efforts. The first boat easily caught Wadham II and St. John's II. The next two days, however, saw it lose College II by 1 length; and the last two saw it bump back to the starting-place by University II and B.N.C. II. The second boat several times got within 1 length of St. Peter's II, but could never quite close the gap.

The Torpids, somewhat disappointing, have nevertheless given us a number of good oarsmen for the Summer VIII. With a new boat and a swelled lurch, and an enthusiastic racing spirit in the club, we have become narrow-minded. We can think in only one direction, upwards.

At a meeting of the Boon Club, the following were elected officers for the ensuing year: J. A. H. Gott, captain, and H. Payson, secretary.
Mr. Payson won the third boat, a crew made up mostly of novices. It did not develop the bumping power of its two older brothers, but it did learn something of the art of handling boats and oars. Often it is the men from these lower crews who form the basis of successful eights later on.

Two bumps were made in the course of the races: three by the first VIII, and six by the second. The first accounted for Wadham II, Wootton II, and Corpus; the second for Jesus III, St. John’s III, Wrenseren III, Oriol III, Univ. III, and Balliol III. Magdalen III escaped on the last night by inches. The second VIII’s fine performance was only celebrated with a bump supper, something we hope to now on will be an annual event. As a result of the twelve bumps made by the Eights and the two eights, the College ranked third in the competition for the Payton Cup, a prize awarded for the greatest number of bumps made in proportion to the number of crews competing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First VIII</th>
<th>Second VIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bow. W. M. Newn</td>
<td>bow. H. B. I. Bett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. R. D. Rowell</td>
<td>2. J. W. Brendon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. M. C. Foster</td>
<td>4. G. F. de la P. Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. R. A. Hill</td>
<td>5. W. G. Bryce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. H. Payson</td>
<td>7. G. L. Pickard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str. R. G. Day</td>
<td>str. L. C. A. Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cox. G. T. Smith</td>
<td>cox. G. T. Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The post-Eights’ Week activities of the Club were increased by the addition of a ‘Novices’ Sculling Championship’. Begun and conducted by the secretary, it proved very popular, and was keenly raced for throughout. L. C. A. Wall carried off the honours in a fine race against G. C. M. Bowser; he and Bowser having previously defeated all other contestants.

In the Senior Sculls, R. Payson won in the finals from J. A. H. Gott. In the pairs, these two rowed together, bow and stroke respectively, and defeated the title-holders, E. A. Morgan and H. C. A. Wimberley.

Two crews went to Marlow after the end of term: a light IV,

| bow. W. M. Newn (bread); | bow. S. Rands |
| 2. J. H. Garrett | 2. J. W. Brendon |

and an VIII,

| bow. W. M. Newn | bow. H. I. Bett |
| 2. R. D. Rowell | 2. J. W. Brendon |
| 4. M. C. Foster | 4. G. F. de la P. Elliott |
| 5. R. A. Hill | 5. W. G. Bryce |
| 7. H. Payson | 7. G. L. Pickard |
| str. R. G. Day | str. L. C. A. Wall |
| cox. G. T. Smith | cox. G. T. Smith |

The Torpids, somewhat disappointing, have nevertheless given us a number of good oarsmen for the Summer VIII. With a new boat and swivel locks, and an enthusiastic racing spirit in the club, we have become narrow-minded. We can think in only one direction, upwards.

At a meeting of the Boat Club, the following were elected officers for the ensuing year: J. A. H. Gott, captain, and H. Payson, secretary.
The College undoubtedly showed that it possessed a fair modicum of cricketing talent, even if the runs were not always forthcoming nor the wickets being captured. The success of nearly everybody in one match would be followed by an almost universal failure in the next. For this reason the results of the matches, reviewed en bloc, are rather disappointing.

Though for the first fortnight of term the weather was singularly cruel and all too frequently matches had to be scratched or abandoned, yet for the remainder of the term the sun almost relentlessly beat down upon parched and cracked fields.

A. Campbell found his form from the very start, and proved to be a most dependable opening batsman, who, after a succession of large scores, played for the Authentics.

R. Stebbing began strongly but later failed to do himself justice, while A. J. Mackintosh was as erratic as his century was brilliant. D. Carey and F. H. Shaw both found it easier to wear down the bowling than to score runs off it. R. W.-Codrington and B. Matthews displayed a slightly rustic but nevertheless an often effective style, which in the case of the former, coupled with a very good eye and a strong pair of wrists, produced runs at a remarkable rate.

Of the bowlers, F. Bastian was always the most dangerous: keeping a good length, he swung the ball a great deal, and coming fast off the pitch he frequently had the opposing batsmen guessing (and, it must be whispered, sometimes himself) as to what the ball would do. The 'slow' of V. Mooney, too, were often baffling. The stock of bowlers, however, was small. A disheartened Gingold and an aggressive Charlesworth, who played but little, completed the disappointing list of actual bowlers. And indeed, they themselves had good reason to be disappointed and disheartened, for in fielding the whole team showed that there was ample room for improvement.

However, lest it be thought that the picture be painted too gloomy, let it be said, in conclusion, that the cricket was rarely devoid of interest and was generally entertaining.

The XV has had a fair season. In the Michaelmas Term it did well in the newly inaugurated League system, St. Peter's Hall being the only side in the division to beat us. The rest of the games were won by fairly good margins. In the Coppers we were unfortunate to draw University. Although the forwards on either side more or less cancelled out, with our pack definitely superior in the first quarter-hour, the Univ. backs were in a different class to ours, and had no difficulty in piercing our defence time after time, the final score being 47-0. This game was a good reflection of the general form of the XV throughout the season. The pack, although on the slow side, was keen and well together. The backs, taken as a whole, lacked speed and combination, the defence being rather patchy.

The second XV, although it did not win many matches, had several enjoyable games, much talent being discovered among the new-comers to the game, a fact which augurs well for next season.


The following were elected officers for next season: Captain, J. M. C. Almond; Hon. Sec., M. C. Cranfield.

The Association Team again had a successful season. After an indifferent start in the League matches, we reorganized the team and had an almost unbroken run of success in our remaining fixtures. In Coppers we were rather unfortunate to lose to Trinity 2-z, after a very close game in which we scored the first goal. Bad weather curtailed our Hilary Term fixtures rather more than usual—our fixture with Cambridge again being scratched.


The Hockey Club has had a very successful season. Nine of last year's colours were still in residence and we were fortunate in having R. A. J. Warren-Codrington and H. R. Hughes-Hallett to fill the
THE Association Team again had a successful season. After an indifferent start in the League matches, we reorganized the team and had an almost unbroken run of successes in our remaining fixtures. In Cuppers we were rather unfortunate to lose to Trinity 2-1, after a very close game in which we scored the first goal. Bad weather curtailed our Hilary Term fixtures rather more than usual—our fixture with Cambridge again being scratched.


H.C.R.C.

The XV has had a fair season. In the Michaelmas Term it did well in the newly inaugurated League system, St. Peter's Hall being the only side in the division to beat us. The rest of the games were won by fairly good margins. In the Cuppers we were unfortunate to draw University. Although the forwards on either side were more or less cancelled out, with our pack definitely superior in the first quarter-hour, the University backs were in a different class to ours, and had no difficulty in picking our defence apart. The final score being 47-0. This game was a good reflection of the general form of the XV throughout the season. The pack, although on the slow side, was keen and well together. The backs, taken as a whole, lacked speed and combination, the defence being rather patchy.

THE Hockey Club has had a very successful season. Nine of last year's colours were still in residence and were fortunate in having Mrs. A. J. Watson-Craig and Mrs. H. R. Hughes-Hallett to fill the
remaining two places. The forward line combined well, but their shooting was not consistent. The defence, as a rule, remained sound under pressure. During Michaelmas Term only two games were lost, these being against Wadham and the Occasionals. Had we played Wadham later in the season instead of in the first match, we should undoubtedly have won. Our 'Cuppers' prospects during Hilary Term were definitely very bright, but we were unlucky in losing the services of our goalkeeper, R. K. Gregory, who sustained a serious knee injury while playing for Oxfordshire early in the term. The team took 'Cuppers' very seriously and, led by the captain, trained hard. We defeated Magdalen 3–0 in the first round and were then drawn against B.N.C. After a keen and exciting game, we were defeated 4–1, although a much fairer score would have been 2–1. There were four very enjoyable new fixtures this season against Selwyn College, Cambridge, Marlborough Common Room, and Guy's and Bart's Hospitals.

The 2nd XI also had a successful Michaelmas Term but unfortunately played few matches during Hilary Term.

O. V. Mooney had a Seniors' and also a Final Trial, and R. K. Gregory was awarded his Occasional.


H.C.A.C.

The Athletics Club met with mixed fortunes this year. In Hilary Term we maintained our position in the first division of the Inter-College Relays by virtue of our continued success in the hurdles events. The winning team in the high hurdles was composed of C. J. Hinman, A. H. Garrettse, and H. P. Elliott.

In the winter term, however, we slipped from our precarious perch in the first division of the Inter-College Sports, but only after scoring more points in that division than we had secured for several years. Eleven points were gained by G. A. Carlson and H. P. Elliott, whereas eight had been sufficient last year to keep our place in the first division.

Athletics in the College continue to suffer from intermittent interest and sporadic training, but there is some evidence of interest and promise among the freshmen and the consequent hope of regaining our position next year.
remaining two places. The forward line combined well, but their shooting was not consistent. The defence, as a rule, remained sound under pressure. During Michaelmas Term only two games were lost, these being against Wadham and the Occasionalists. Had we played Wadham later in the season instead of in the first match, we should undoubtedly have won. Our 'Cuppers' prospects during Hilary Term were definitely very bright, but we were unlucky in losing the services of our goalkeeper, R. K. Gregory, who sustained a serious knee injury while playing for Oxfordshire early in the term. The team took 'Cuppers' very seriously and, led by the captain, trained hard. We defeated Magdalen 5-0 in the first round and were then drawn against B.N.C. After a keen and exciting game, we were defeated 4-2, although a much fairer score would have been 2-1. There were four very enjoyable new fixtures this season against Seaby College, Cambridge, Marlborough Common Room, and Guy's and Bar's Hospitals.

The 2nd XI also had a successful Michaelmas Term but unfortunately played few matches during Hilary Term.

O. V. Mooney had a Seniors' and also a Final Trial, and R. K. Gregory was awarded his Occasional.


H.C.A.C.

The Athletics Club met with mixed fortunes this year. In Hilary Term we maintained our position in the first division of the Inter-College Relays by virtue of our continued success in the hurdle events. The winning team in the high hurdles was composed of C. J. Hinman, A. H. Carse, and H. P. Elliott.

In the winter term, however, we slipped from our precarious perch in the first division of the Inter-College Sports, but only after scoring more points in that division than we had secured for several years. Eleven points were gained by G. A. Carlson and H. P. Elliott, whereas eight had been sufficient last year to keep our place in the first division.

Athletics in the College continue to suffer from intermittent interest and sporadic training, but there is some evidence of interest and promise among the freshmen and the consequent hope of regaining our position next year.

Although the weather during the summer term was excellent, the majority of the 1st and 2nd six matches were scratched, but of those which were played nearly all were won. The teams contained good individual talent, but some difficulty was experienced in finding suitable combinations in the doubles, as the form of most of the players fluctuated during the term.

We were unlucky to be drawn against B.N.C. in the first round of Cuppers. They won after winning the first eight matches that were played. The Cupper team was as follows: 1st pair, H. P. Elliott and G. G. Cillie; 2nd pair, R. A. Crawley-Boevey and J. E. Spencer; 3rd pair, N. S. S. Warren and A. R. Walmsley. J. W. Holberton played in the singles instead of Walmsley.

In the 2nd six Cupper we were equally unfortunate and only succeeded in winning three matches off the Christ Church team.

The College Singles Competition was won by John Holberton, who, although he had no easy task to win the prize, deserved to win because he was perhaps the steadiest player in the team.

At a meeting of colours R. A. Crawley-Boevey was elected Captain and J. W. Holberton Secretary for the coming season.
NEWS OF PAST MEMBERS

All information in this section is very welcome. Without the co-operation of old members it is very difficult to keep track of their careers, and many items of news must yearly be missed, or at best but vaguely and incorrectly reported. The Editor wishes to thank all old members who have helped him by sending news of themselves in the past year.

ECCLlesiASTICAL

The Right Rev. Walter Carey has resigned from the Bishopric of Bloemfontein, and returned to England. He very kindly came and talked to a meeting in the chapel's rooms in Hertford this February.

The Very Rev. W. R. Inge is also retiring this year from the Deanery of St. Paul's, and from what must be considered his historic tenure of that office. It is hoped that he is going to reside somewhere in the neighbourhood of Oxford.

Rev. G. F. Clarke (19), Chaplain, Liddon House, 24 S. Audley St.
Rev. L. E. Ford (23) is at W. Mark VII, 14 Flannery Square.
Rev. G. J. Lawwill (19), Additional Chaplain, Saint Tal, U.P. India.
Rev. R. C. Thompson, Cathedral Staff, Sheffield.

ORDAINED PRIEST:

Rev. B. J. Fox (18).

ORDAINED DEACON:

Rev. P. C. Coffer (20), Hendon.
Rev. A. R. C. Leaney (26), Oldbury.

At Theological Colleges:

A. B. Botting (16), Westcott House.
T. M. Lawrence (23), Uly.

GOVERNMENT SERVICES

W. H. Brett (18), C.I.E.
E. R. J. Hussey (19), C.M.G.
M. L. Tew (18), created Knight Bachelor on retiring from the Chief Justiceship of Sierra Leone.
A. H. Southorn (29), I.C.S., is Assistant Collector, Madras, S. India.
H. R. J. Constable (19), I.C.S., is doing his training course in Oxford for the Tropical African Administrative Services.

EDUCATIONAL

M. Barah (29), Lecturer, King's College, University of London.
D. M. W. Gardner (26), Sevanoha.
J. R. C. Collins (19), King's School, Winchester.
J. H. R. Wolstenholme (22), Northfield House, Herefordshire.
I. Gogos (23), Horse Bay College.
T. W. Williams (21), Ampleforth College.
R. C. Richards (21), Ampleforth College.
C. H. de Sausmarez (26), Wellington College.
NEWS OF PAST MEMBERS

All information in this section is very welcome. Without the co-operation of old members it is very difficult to keep track of their careers, and many items of news must yearly be missed, or at best be vaguely and incorrectly reported. The Rolfier wishes to thank all old members who have helped him by sending news of themselves in the past year.

ECCLESIASTICAL

The Right Rev. Walter Caney has resigned from the Bishopric of Bloemfontein, and returned to England. He very kindly came and talked at a meeting in the chapelini's room in Hertford this February.

The Very Rev. W. R. Inge is now retiring this year from the Deanery of St. Paul's, and from what must be considered his historic tenure of that office. He hopes that he is going to reside somewhere in the neighbourhood of Oxford.

Rev. O. C. Clarke (39), Chapel, Laidon House, 54 South Audley St.
Rev. R. E. Ford (47), 24, Foxhill Place, W.7, Battersea Palace.
Rev. C. J. Lawwill (39), Archbishop Chancery, Hindi Tali, U.P., India.
Rev. R. C. Thompson, Cathedral Staff, Sheffield.

ORGANIZED PERSON:

Rev. R. J. G. Fea (35).

ORGANIZED DECEASED:

Rev. E. P. Gifford (49), Newbury.
Rev. A. C. Leahey (36), Oxford.

AT THEOLOGICAL COLLEGES:

A. B. Bolton (39), Westcott House.
M. L. Hedges (49), Lambeth College.

GOVERNMENT SERVICES

W. H. Burr (28), C.G.E.
R. T. F. Hurley (50), C.G.E.
A. H. Soutter (27), C.G.E., in charge of the Assistant Collector, Mada, S. India.
C. M. Ker (49), C.G.E., in charge of the Indian Army, as is also J. R. S. Smith (49), from Kenya.
H. F. Elliott (30) is doing his training course in Oxford for the Colonial African Administrative Service.

EDUCATIONAL

M. B.的心 (59), Lecturer, King's College, University of London.
J. R. W. Colvin (59), King's School, Warrington.
J. H. B. Efforton (59), Norwich House, Bexonfield.
C. N. Garnett (59), Harrow College.
A. H. House (26), Lecturer, University College of the S.W. at Exeter, Exeter.
C. M. Westaway (47), Ampleforth College.
R. C. Richards (27), Ampleforth College.
C. D. de Saumarez (39), Wellington College.

PUBLICATIONS

E. W. Gilbert (24), The Exploration of Western America, 1800-1850.
T. S. R. Boase: Boniface VIII.
J. E. Meade: Public Works in their International Aspect.
Very Rev. W. R. Inge: Ninety-two days.
Evelyn Waugh (22): About Muscat.

MARRIAGES

SENIOR—GAIRDNER. Hugh Stanley Senior to Eleanora Mary, daughter of Mrs. Temple Gairdner and the late Canon Temple Gairdner of Cairo, at St. Mary's, Oxford, 8 June.
BEDI—HOULSTON. Baba Pyare Lal Bedi to Freda Marie Houlston at the Registrar's Office, 10 Worcester St., Oxford, 21 June.
HASELFOOT—BRANSON. Arthur John Haselfoot to Brian Rosemary, daughter of the late Major V. H. Branson, Indian Army, and the late Mrs. Lang, at St. Martin-in-the-Fields, 1 July.
GOWAN—MCNAB. Christopher D'Oyly Gowan to Margaret Anne McNab at St. Mary's, Oxford, 9 August.
PUTTER—GLOUZY. Brian Sharp Peter to Mary Archie, daughter of the late Mr. W. J. Ogilvy, of Ceylon, and Mrs. Ogilvy, of Stanley, Ceylon.
WINDSOUGH—HAMILTON. Mrs. F. Seabrook Weathersby to Elizabeth Wilton Hamilton, only child of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hamilton, Sheffield, Sheffield, at Shepton Mallet, 2 May 1934.

ENGAGEMENTS

FRANCIS BERNARD BRAND, younger son of Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Brand, of 36 Phillimore Gardens, W.8, and of Harecombe, Crowborough, Sussex, and ANNE GILMOUR, elder daughter of the late Mr. M. W. O’Connell and of Mrs. O’Connell, of I York House, York Place, W.8.
JOHN BRIAN EUSTACE TURNER, elder son of Captain Eustace Turner, M.A., and Mrs. Turner, of Herne Bay, and Dartford, Kent, and ELIZABETH (Betty), elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dann, of Herne Bay, and Dartford, Kent.
G. M. CROSSMAN to NANCY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Moir Scott of Dundee.

OBITUARY

NORRIS.—On 6 December 1933, at the Horton Hospital, Banbury, following an accident, GRAHAM WALTER (BAY), beloved son of the late WALTER HARRY and Mrs. NORRIS, of Steane Park, Brackley.

Walter Norris came into residence at Hertford in 1925. A good cricketer and athlete generally, a very direct and frank personality, he quickly formed a large group of friends. But for a man who would have found a university honours school nothing but a burden, and he had the sense to realize it. He made only
a short stay at Hertford, but long enough to leave a clear memory; and it was a hard and difficult fact to learn, in the closing days of the Michaelmas Term, that so much vigour and so likable a personality had been so suddenly brought to an end.

CORRECTIONS, ADDITIONS, AND CHANGES IN COLLEGE
LIST OF MEMBERS, 1919-32, PUBLISHED ALONG WITH THE MAGAZINE IN 1932

Baron, D. W. B., Scholar 1933. 52 Cathcart Rd., Redcliffe Gardens, S.W.5.
Bell, C. F. W., 1932. Sydney Morning Herald, Sydney, N.S.W.
Briggs, J., Scholar 1919. 12, Great Pond St., Plymouth, Devon.
Burton, R. E., Rhodes Scholar 1929. 70 Marks and Clark, Zoo Broadway, N.Y. City.
Carson, G. A., Rhodes Scholar 1923. Milburn, Col., U.S.A.
Clark, Rev. O. F., Scholar 1919. Liddon House, 24, Audley St., W.1.
Cornish, F., 1933. 7 Leyborne Park, New Gardens, Surrey.
Cox, G. C., 1931. Chadleigh House, Bathford, Devon.
Cramb, 8., 1931. Pan Asia, King's Rd., Berkhamsted.
Ellis, G. B., Exhibitioner 1931. 7 Sheraton St., Oldham, Lancs.
Fitzgerald Moore, P. B. D., Exhibitioner 1933. 32 Princess Square, W.9.
Griffiths, D. M., 1925. 10 The Avenue, Durham.
Hassenfeld, A. J., Scholar 1923. 10 Fagans Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens, W.12.
Hinman, G. C. J., Rhodes Scholar 1933. 1358 White Avenue, Grand Junction, Colorado.
Hixson, A. H., Exhibitioner 1926, Scholar 1930. Lecturer, Exeter University College.
Howard, E., 1929. 47 Fountain Court, S.W.
Hulst, J. S., 1935. Lecturer in English Literature, Dartmouth College, U.S.A.
Knapp, R. J., 1919. Secretary for Victoria Hospital, Swindon, 3 Westcott Rd., Swindon.
Kneen, R. J., Scholar 1933. The Cottage, Copford, Essex.
Knevaling, S. A. H., 1929. 9 Railton St., Sheffield, S.W.3.
Lindsay, F. M., 1933. Weston Hall, Nunsmere, Warwickshire.
McCann, H. J. O., Scholar 1919. Head Master, Cram Brea Prep School, Beddington Park, Bromley, Kent.
Mendes, T. S., 1931. 69 Union Bank of Australia, 72 Collith, E.C.
Mitchell, D., Scholar 1933. 73 Burford Gardens, Partners Green, London.
Mitch, C. L., Rhodes Scholar 1920. 2838 Ashurst Rd., University Heights, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
Mol, R. F., Exhibitor 1933. 19 Park Rd., Clifton, Bristol.
Mose, J. D., Scholar 1933. Durned, Blandford, Hants.
Norman, C. B., Scholar 1919. 111, Averton Avenue, Fulham, Fulham.
Nugent, R. E., Rhodes Scholar 1925. 200 East Speedway, Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A.
Pippen, O. C., Scholar 1928. 52 Dube Hill, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
Price, Rev. F. W. D., 1919. 4, Clavendon Mansions, Highgate Rd., N.W.5.
Pruett, E., 1922. 80, Homestead, Ffrith Park, Paignton.

Smith, I. C., 1923. 54 Clifton Park Rd., Clifton, Bristol.

Smith, I. C., 1923. 54 Clifton Park Rd., Clifton, Bristol.

Southorn, A. H., 1927. I.C.S. Assistant Collector, Madura, S. India.


Swynnerton, G. H., 1933. Shwegma, Tanganyika Territory.


Thompson, Rev. H. C., 1930. The Cathedral Clergy House, Sheffield.


Ward, R. A. Exhibitioner, 1931. Rockley, Romal Road, Hove.

Watkinson, T., Scholar 1921. Assist. Master, Ampleforth College; Rose Cottage, Dewsbury, York.

Watkinson, T., Scholar 1921. Assist. Master, Ampleforth College; Rose Cottage, Dewsbury, York.

Watkinson, T., Scholar 1921. Assist. Master, Ampleforth College; Rose Cottage, Dewsbury, York.

Wilhelmi, A. E., Rhodes Scholar, 1933. 1272 East 125th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Williams, P. B. G., 1933. 34 Queensborough Terrace, Bayswater, W.2.
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